May 2021
Dear Parents and Carers,
Thank you for your support with the New York Trip 2022. We have been overwhelmed by the
reaction of our students which has resulted in record numbers indicating their interest in the
trip.
Currently, the trip is significantly oversubscribed. We strongly feel that our students deserve to
have this opportunity of a lifetime and so we have started the process with our tour company
to see how we can cater for significantly increased numbers. We will do everything we can to
try and accommodate all students who would like to visit New York with us.
In order to help the process, we are still asking you to make the £150 deposit payment. This will
be an important indication for us of how many places we need to secure. We ask that you
make this payment by Friday 21st May as stated in the original letter. The trip should now be on
your Parent Pay account. We ask for your patience with us confirming places on the trip, as
well as outlining the details of the payment plan which we provide to help spread the cost of
the trip over monthly payments. Should we be unable to secure more places on the trip, places
will be allocated on a first come, first serve basis with a reserve list for if any student were to
drop out of the trip. We are however very hopeful that we can adapt our plans so we can
take more students.
I would like to thank you in advance for your patience and understanding whilst we go about
making the necessary arrangements. This could take a few weeks for us to finalise as we need
to wait on confirmed numbers before proceeding, but we will be back in touch with further
news in the not too distant future.
Yours sincerely,
Miss R Flanagan
Assistant Head Teacher

